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Phil Moore 
6 Warblington Road, Emsworth, Hampshire, PO10 7HQ 

Tel/Fax : 01243374681    Mobile 07703162288  
Email : morsuepj@ntlworld.com 

The Squadron Buzz is the four monthly “Newsletter” of the Fleet Air Arm 

Squadron. The editor invites contributions including photographs from all members 

(e.g. Reports, Letters, News, Anecdotes, Flying Information etc.). Please submit for 

Buzz No 62 by the deadline date of Friday 20 July 2012 to :   

Diary of Events  2012 
  

  

 April Sat/Sun 21
st

 & 22
nd           Yeovilton Flying Standards 

     (Michael Ryan 07785294108) 
  

 
May Wed 23

rd
       Wildcats at Westlands *  

     ( Peter Moorehead  07869 579542) 
  

 
June Tue 12

th
 Wed 13

th
   French Deployment * 

     (Phil Moore 07703162288) 
  

 
July Wed 25

th
    Shawbury * 

        (Tim Nicholas 07722 105474) 

  
 
Sept Sat 1

st
      Lee on Solent BBQ  

     (Phil Moore 07703162288) 
  

 
Sept Wed 19

th
     Old Warden* 

     (John Marriot 01234823173) 
  

 
Oct Wed/Thur 23

rd
 & 24

th
   Arrow Mill *  

     (Denis Woodhams  01789763347) 

  
 
Nov Sat 24

th
    Annual Dinner at HMS Collingwood 

     (Michael Ryan 07785294108 & Sue Moorehead 01749672791) 
  
  *Members of the FAAOA living in the area will be invited by the Squadron to join in the asterixed events above 
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Airfield Quiz 

 

Rather surprisingly the snowy scene 
presented significant challenge with 
only three of you able to ‘sus’ out lovely 
Leuchars.  There were two who thought 
it was Kinloss, an understandable error 
as they look quite similar especially in 
the snow.  The winner was Tim Nicho-
las who emailed in at 1715 followed by 
Stuart Law at 1750 then thirdly Ian 

Sloan, CO of the Historic Flight, who also spotted Dundee in the back-
ground from where he first flew solo.  Thanks to all who took part , feel free 
to have a go I will not publish names of those who get it wrong.  
 
Recently I was shocked to hear that the lovely mystery airfield, 
(repeat), pictured below had in fact been closed!  They are indeed building 
‘affordable homes’ on hallowed turf where I, as a ten year old ,  would regu-
larly gaze in wonder at Naval Tigers, Ancient Austers, Air Force Ansons 
and even a mighty Miles Gemini cavorting close up.  Later aged fourteen, 
having reached the dizzy rank of corporal in the ATC, two Armstrong Sid-
dley Cheetahs first broke the ‘surly bonds’ to lift me high above my home 
town an event only outdone years later as a Sub Lt being invited to take 
one of her majesties Chipmunks airborne on my first solo. How could they 
ever kill off such a wonderful airfield which has so many good memories. 

Buzz 61 Mystery Airfield? Answers to Ed please. 
Email morsuepj@ntlworld.com or 07703162288 or 01243374681 

Not that anybody will this 
issue as it is too easy! 
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Admiral Sir Raymond Lygo, KCB 
By Phil Moore 
 

It is with heavy heart that I report the 
death of Admiral Sir Raymond Lygo who 
died at his home in Faro on Wednesday 
March 7

th
 2012 just short of his 88

th
 birth-

day.  Sir Ray was an enthusiastic member 
of the Fleet Air Arm Squadron who at-
tended many of our events in his magnifi-
cent Cessna 206  Stationair.  He was an 
indefatigable supporter of all things Fleet 
Air Arm often flying in to enthuse the glid-
ing courses sponsored by the FAAOA of 
which he was president.  Ray was a rac-

onteur par excellence who could, seemingly without effort, keep audi-
ences spellbound with an-
ecdotes and homilies gath-
ered in his varied career.  
He was a born leader who, 
without any formal educa-
tion, left his messenger boy 
job at the Times to join the 
RN as a Naval Airman sec-
ond class and rose to the 
rank of acting First Sea 
Lord. Such an achievement 
is without precedent nor 
likely to be repeated.  Ray 
went on to head up British 

Aerospace and a number of financial 
companies in the city taking along 
with him ‘a few passages from the 
naval discipline act’ and an inex-
haustible reserve of common sense.  
His skill as a pilot was legendary, his 
logbook full of a huge variety of air-
craft both fixed and rotary winged, 
he will be very much missed by 
many.  Details of his memorial ser-
vice,  as published in the Telegraph 
on Friday 30th March, are repro-
duced adjacent. 

Sir Ray & Lady Jeanette prepare to depart Bem-

bridge for the FAAS French deployment 2006 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Admiral_(Royal_Navy)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_the_Bath
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French Deployment to Rouen - 12 & 13 June 
By Phil Moore 

This year’s survey results indicated that people wanted a short visit in 
both distance and time.  We should concentrate on doing one place thor-
oughly rather than lots of short hops.  My recommendation is Rouen in 
Northern France.  Nice big airfield, 10 Euro landing fee, no parking 
charges,  Trip advisor is full of things  to see and do lovely places to eat 
and drink, perfect for the Squadron.  Arrive in time for lunch on Tuesday 
11th at the airport restaurant then to the hotel for two nights.  Eough time 
to get a good look at the place 
and enjoy a couple of squadron 
dinners.  Sue and I have already 
booked our hotel but will mount a 
recce in the next few weeks prior 
to pushing out the booking form.  
Those who expressed interest in 
the survey include the Ashmeads, 
Frankhams, Hollidays, Nicho-
lasses, Ryans and Bonham Coz-
enses.  So get saving your euros  
polish up your  French vocabluary 
and watch out for the booking 
form to be emailed late May. 

3 

 
 
 
 
 
Welcome to the Squad-
ron’s first April Buzz; 

 part of the reduction from 4 to 3 issues a year 
the other two aiming for publication in August 
and December.  The ‘slack’ is taken up a bit by our shiny new website 
which has much of interest including the Bosses Blog and Squadron 
Shop. 
It is as well we are down to reduced buzzing as a paucity of material 
seems to pervade at the moment,  Surely you have not exhausted all 
those riveting “there I was” stories?  There are still many I hear at the Bar 
but fewer and fewer from the pen.  Come on chaps how about a few 
Swordfish or Walrus epics?  I remain in awe of the Roy Baker-Falkners of 
this world who routinely did 7 hour missions at 80 knots in the dead of 
night on a DI & compass to lay mines in enemy harbours full of search-
lights and machine guns!   
Buzz 61, although only 20 pages does contain articles of a very high stan-
dard especially those penned by last year’s winner of the Swordfish liter-
ary prize, Brent Owen.  I was enthralled by his random memories, page 5, 
the first solo engine failure in a hunter, the demise of David Lockspieser’s 
old mount XE587, and  his first deck landing, all magic moments.  Brent is 
back on page 16 with some erudite thoughts to tickle the brain cells, all 
good common sense airmanship.  Although nearly May, we have only had 
one event to report so far this year which is expertly rendered on page 13 
by Tim Nicholas plus a bit by me.  Page 4 has a report of the Squadron’s 
much appreciated enhancement of the FAAOA gliding courses.  Reporting 
the success of our NAVEX & TACR exercises in squadron members pow-
ered aircraft at Merryfield and Lee over the Easter holiday.  Last year Cul-
drose ‘fell off the PFS plot’ a deficiency we will try and rectify this year. 
Other Buzz articles include the brief on Ray Lygo’s memorial service and 
news about this year’s French Deployment. 
Issue No 18 of June 2001 was my first foray into Buzz editorship.  Since 
then I have edited a total of 44 Buzzes and wonder if there is anyone in 
the Squadron who would like to give me a relief.  It has been very satisfy-
ing producing this little burst of print and pics every  
4 months or so but  I would appreciate taking time out to  
concentrate on other duties so if any of you would  like to  
have a go please let me know and I will provide a good  
handover. 
   Happy Landings 
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FAA Squadron Powered Flying Support Easter 2012 
By Phil Moore 

 

The front page shows squadron 
PFS activity at Merrifield this 
Easter for the Yeovilton gliding 
club on Tuesday 3rd April.  Six 
FAAOA students flew three squad-
ron aircraft around the 50 minute 
circuit taking in Cranmore Station, 
(headquarters of RANT), and the 
giant at Cerne Abbas who is actu-
ally quite difficult to spot without 
GPS.  Flight Commander for the 
event was Jeremy Cozens flying 
his immaculate Tecnam.  He was 

backed up by Hayden Price in Michael Ryan’s Tobago and Phil Moore in 
the editorial Arrow.  Weather was a bit ’iffy’ at first but improved as the day 
went on.  Students all loved it, the powered flying experience undoubtedly 
being a great success.  The following Tuesday, 10th, was to be Lee on 
Solent’s turn which would be easy as I was in charge with plenty of aircraft 
capacity.  On Thursday however I learnt to my great dismay that the Ar-
row and me had to be at Deanland all next week for ‘C of A’.  Furthermore 
Chris Joly, who had offered his Lee based Jodel 1050 had received a  
’pierhead  jump’ to Italy so that was two aircraft and the flight commander 
down already!   After some frantic phoning David Murray kindly agreed to 
take on the organising role liaising between gliding club, students and 
FAAS pilots.  Alasdair Pickering brought his shiny PA32 in from Jersey on  
Tuesday, Michael Bonham Cozens his beautifully resprayed Bonanza 
from La Baule on Wednesday and Tim Nicholas dodging the thunder-
storms all the way from Sleap in his little Jodel 120 on Thursday.  All six 
students had a delightful time observing the ‘Selsonian Enemy Forces’ at 
Thorney Island.  Well done and much thanks to all who took part.    

Josh Turner gets to grips with the 

Editorial Arrow 

PFS & Tug aircraft at Merrifield 

Taxiing the Arrow for departure to 

Deanland for a week’s CofA whilst  

Alisdair Pickering prepares to fly his 

first student at Lee 
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U.K. in fact it is marginally less.  Perhaps if pilots were able to spend more 
of their available money on avgas and less on radios, landing fees and 
exorbitant licencing charges, the accident rate in the U.K. would improve!  
Another casual thought is that when I was first introduced to aviation, it 
was by some excellent instructors who took it as a given that one should 
always be looking for a suitable field for a forced landing.  In the circuit 
one should be in a position to land on the airfield in event of an engine 
failure.  Flying into uncontrolled fields I am constantly amazed and dis-
turbed by the poor circuit planning, with excessively long final approaches 
on the part of so many people, even with instructors on board.  To my sur-
prise when I mentioned this to someone in the U.K. he pointed out that 
landing fees were expensive, and that instructors and flying schools were 
paid by the hour!  The more time allied with the fewer landings the better.  
Very few 8 hour solos nowadays!  All this at the expense of teaching good 
conservative airmanship of course………….I really do sound like an old 
curmudgeon I know! 

A Portsmouth Maid 
 
A young Portsmouth woman was so depressed that she decided to end 

her life by throwing herself into the 
sea, but just before she could 
throw herself from the wharf, a 
handsome young man stopped 
her. "You have so much to live 
for," said the man. "I'm a sailor, 
and we are off  
to Australia tomorrow. I can stow 
you away on my ship. I'll take care 
of you, bring you food every day, 
and keep you happy."  
With nothing to lose, combined 
with the fact that she had always 
wanted to go to Australia, the 

woman accepted. That night the sailor brought her aboard and hid her in 
a small but comfortable compartment in the hold. From then on, every 
night he would bring her three sandwiches, a bottle of red wine, and 
make love to her until dawn. Two weeks later she was discovered by the 
captain during a routine inspection. "What are you doing here?" asked 
the captain. "I have an arrangement with one of the sailors," she replied. 
"He brings me food and I get a free trip to Australia." "I see," the captain 
says. Her conscience got the best of her and she added, "Plus, he's 
screwing me.  "He certainly is," replied the captain. "This is the Isle of 
Wight Ferry."  
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Just a thought or two to tickle the brain cells…or not. 
By Brent Owen 
 

Earlier this year John Ford 
wrote what to me was a superb 
piece on the unfortunate in-
crease, and unnecessary use of 
radio.  Well, I thought it was su-
perb because I have been 
preaching exactly that for years.  
The problem with using radio in 
a VFR environment is that it ac-
tively encourages pilots NOT to 
look out of the windows.  It also 
encourages both pilots and con-
trollers to think that controllers 
actually control aircraft.  To give an example just watch a young pilot who 
is given clearance to enter or cross a  runway.  Too many will blindly ac-
cept the clearance without checking that the approach is clear.  Too few 
seem to realize that controllers only give clearances, and can only actually 
give one instruction, which is NOT to do something.  Everything else is a 
clearance to be accepted, or not, after due consideration by the pilot.  The 
same kind of temptation not to question a controller’s clearance follows in 
a ‘flight following’ environment.  As John so rightly points out in his article, 
when he is flying with no radio he has to be looking out of the cockpit both 
for other aircraft and in order to navigate.  I have to admit that I tend not to 
leave my drive at home without a GPS let alone fly, but I do enjoy drawing 
the odd line on my chart, and occasionally finding a surface mark that I 
can recognize from the chart…..always a pleasant surprise.   One might 
think that all of this increased radio usage in the U.K. even at uncontrolled 
airfields is in the name of flight safety.  I have the privilege of being able to 
fly my aircraft in both the United States and the U.K.  My base in the U.S. 
is a relatively busy airport which handles many business jets daily.  It is 
the base of the ‘Life Flight’ helicopters and as a relief training base for 
military helicopters, and a flight school.  It is also the base for many pri-
vate owners such as myself.  We have NO radio other than to give 
weather information when requested, and everyone manages with no 
problems.  I flew into a small grass airfield last weekend for a fly in where 
there were about 200 visiting aircraft.  We all sorted ourselves out with no 
problems, there were one or two missed approaches, but everyone was 
looking out of the windows and cooperating with each other.  Again, no 
problems.  One would think that with the more relaxed approach, the acci-
dent rate for general aviation in the U.S. would be higher, but that is not 
true, the accident rate for light aircraft in the U.S. is about the same as the 
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Random Memories of Magic Moments in Flight 
By Brent Owen 
 

It seems that there are two types of pilot, those who cannot remember 
not being fascinated by the romance of all facets of aviation, and those 
who merely regard it as an interesting job, or perhaps hobby. I was just 
sitting here thinking of magical moments over the last 55 years, some-
thing like a series of photographic slides.  It is winter and the season of 
nostalgic fond 
memories to be 
shared with peo-
ple who under-
stand the magic 
of it all ….. fellow 
aviators. The first 
ever takeoff, not 
in a big aluminium 
tube, but as in my 
case a little open 
cockpit Tipsy ‘B’ 
trainer, I can still 
remember the thrill of that first takeoff.  The Tiger Moth ….all wings, 

wires and the romance of 
flight.  First solo in the Ti-
ger Moth.  Getting totally 
lost on the first solo cross 
country, and landing in a 
farmer’s field …. In a Tiger 
Moth.  Flying through an 
unexpected snow squall 
on the downwind leg and 
being fascinated by dis-
traction of the horizontal 
snowflakes regardless of 

which way I turned.  Night flying in an Auster, the sodium lights outlining 
the roads.  The beauty of the city lights turning even Coventry into a 
place of wonder.  First jet flight as we takeoff in a Jet Provost.  The quiet 
thrill and smell of settling into the cockpit of the Vampire, the allies’ sec-
ond jet fighter.  Yes, the smell of old rubber, burned jet fuel, and sweat of 
countless bodies and hours of use. Attempting an outside loop in a Vam-
pire, the frustration of falling out of it time and again as I exceed the 15 
second inverted flight limit, and the engine flames out yet again, but it 
always seems to relight faithfully, and finally succeeding.  The struggle to 
perfect a tailslide in a Vampire, in order to watch the fuel vent forward.  I 
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think that we all must have tried these forbidden things, but those of us 
who were wise admitted nothing.  The Vampire spin, with the recommen-
dation to initiate ejection at 10,000 feet if not recovered by then!  10,000 
feet …???  pardon?  Yes young man, you are descending rather quickly 
when you are in a fully developed spin in a Vampire.  But what a lovely 
aeroplane the Vampire was, and how patient she was with my crude ex-
plorations of her limits …. and mine!  The ‘Wings’ ceremony at Royal Air 
Force Linton on Ouse ….   First solo in a Hunter GA11, climbing to alti-
tude on a beautiful crystal clear day above Lossiemouth, and then 
watching with interest as the RPM gradually decreased followed by a 
loud bang, with a flash of smoke and flame, followed by the silence of a 
gliding Hunter.  The total innocent confidence that there was absolutely 

no problem in gliding to a nor-
mal landing ….. Once that is, 
that the toes had uncurled 
themselves, and the eyeballs 
had reverted to their proper 
place, from the reaction to 
that loud explosive fit of the 
sulks from the engine.  Oh it 
was so loud and bangy!  The 
sheer joy of tailchasing 
through and around the cu-
mulous clouds and really un-
derstanding, and identifying 
with John Gillespie Magee Jr. 

in his ‘High Flight’ poem.    We really did ‘dance the skies on laughter 
silvered wings, and climb sunward and joined the tumbling mirth of 
sunsplit clouds’, my Hunter and I.  The absolute peace, the quiet and 
solitude, flying high altitude at night with only the dim red cockpit lights in 
the Hunter.  Watching the machmetre pass the magic 1.0 for the first 
time.   Of finally arriving at the culmination of a dream to fly the Scimitar.  
Standing on the seat of the 
Scimitar and looking back 
over the fuselage and think-
ing, “That is an awful lot of 
aeroplane to be following my 
pink and tender body in this 
cockpit.”  The first experience 
of the unremitting power and 
acceleration of a Scimitar 
takeoff, the acceleration fol-
lowing and seemingly syn-
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as when it first appeared on the front page of Pilot Mag 20 years  ago.     
The event did enjoy good weather at Thruxton and a respectable turnout  
even some arriving by road.  Sadly it would appear that work stopped 
David Ockleton bringing his wonderful Auster along and the thick fog of 
Lincoln grounded the CT of Dick Roberts and Peter Walker..  A good 
choice of venue with much thanks due to Michael Ryan for his impeccable 
organisation.    
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We arrived at 1.30, slightly 
adrift bearing mind that 
lunch had been at 1. Every-
one was just finishing and 
there was understandably a 
little bit of banter about our 
ETA. Still, better late than 
never, and at least the res-
taurant had kept us some 
bangers and mash, even 
though I had ordered lasa-
gne, (which I’m sure Doc 

Holliday had eaten, although he denied everything). However, the bang-
ers proved very tasty. The Jackaroo café had done us proud.  Overall, 
there was a good turnout of at least  ten fixed wing aircraft, also the 
mighty Hughes 500 Heli and 
about 25 squadron members. It 
was good to catch up with peo-
ple on this first event of 2012. 
Let’s hope the day’s weather 
sets the trend for the rest of this 
year’s Squadron events.  
 

Thruxton Musings by ED 
 

The editorial Arrow had no fog to 
contend with from Lee just a ra-
dio suppression gremlin , now 
gone away.  It did prevent me 
recognising the voice in the yel-
low Pitts Special which followed Lima Golf on final.  Once on the ground I 
realised with pleasant surprise it was best mate Brian Cornes who despite 

sending in his booking form was 
not on the programme  of those 
attending.  Brian was followed 
smartly in by another good 
friend of mine, Ray Harper to 
whom I had the honour of co-
piloting a mighty 846 Seaking 4 
in the Falklands.  Ray when not 
driving BA’s 777s is an RV con-
structor of some repute. He 
Arrived in G-BUEC, one of his 
builds, the first UK manufac-
tured RV6, still as immaculate 

 

Greg & Tim in front of G-MEOW 
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chronized with the throttle.  Takeoff just before dawn on a weather check, 
holding it down to 100 feet and watching the airspeed climb to more than 
600 knots and pulling back into a true vertical climb to meet the sun at 
30,000 feet, followed by a vertical supersonic dive back into the 
dark…….Then making the sun rise again with another vertical climb.  The 
sheer youthful exhilaration and exuberance of it all, of being able to con-
trol the sun, to make it rise ….. and then set once more!  Rolling over 
from 45,000 feet with full power to see just how fast it would go vertically.  
The feeling of standing on the rudder pedals and watching the machme-
tre increase, then stabilise (1.25mach) and watching fascinated as the 
world expanded and more detailed, until with an effort we must stop the 
dive.  First shore based catapult shot at Bedford. 108 feet effective 
stroke, no wind, 142 knots end speed in about one second. Quite literally 
……. breathtaking!  Regardless of the drama that Hollywood and lesser 
mortals, we were so well trained and prepared, that there was complete 
lack of concern, and total confidence about the first carrier landing, how-
ever this was to be the culmination, the high point of a long held dream of 
becoming a front line Fleet Air Arm fighter pilot.  The real concern being 
finding the carrier, and reaching it at my slot time.  Leaving Lossiemouth 

in the pre dawn dark, to arrive over 
the carrier in The Channel just after 
dawn, after a beautiful flight in per-
fect, clear weather …… Exactly on 
time …… Well, to be honest 50 
plus years later, my radio call 
claiming to be overhead may have 
been timed to coincide as the sec-
ond hand swung by the 12 …. It is 
just conceivable that I fudged a little 
with that position relative to the 
time and the carrier, one has to 
create and maintain an image!    It 

would perhaps have been a little more impressive to onlookers had I re-
membered to tighten the shoulder harness before landing, but still memo-
rable in its own way as I recovered my nose from the windscreen. The 
exhilaration of the First Deck Landing, finally to have arrived at my 
goal! ..... But where was the Marine band that should be greeting me to 
celebrate???  To my astonishment everyone else seemed to regard it as 
routine.  Then years later with the airline ………Flying back from Hono-
lulu in a DC10 for 5 hours over the total blackness of the Pacific, abso-
lutely nothing outside the cockpit, just as though all the cockpit windows 
had been painted black, and then seeing the loom of the distant lights of 
San Francisco ………. Another four hours to a dawn landing at Chicago!  
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Taking off from Buenos Aires in my A300 Airbus, and for the next 5 
hours flying over the blackness of the Amazonian rainforest, the single 
break in the darkness as we passed the city of Brasilia then more black-
ness until the coastline … and then the fatigue of another five plus hours 
to New York!   The sickening sight looking far to the west and seeing a 
distant wall of flames for week after week as the rainforest is illegally 
burnt.  The awe of watching countless magnificent sunsets and sunrises.  
Never being tired of watching the star studded constellations.  The fasci-
nation at night of watching St. Elmo’s fire dancing and crawling over the 
windscreen…..and just waiting for the bang of a static discharge as we 
fly through ice crystals downwind of huge tropical cumulonimbus.  
Watching the never pausing lightning of tropical thunderstorms …. from 
a distance!  Trans Atlantic, the Northern Lights ….. never ending, con-
stantly changing, colours morphing, never boring.  The intense satisfac-
tion of flying a category 3b approach (No ceiling required, 170 metres 
visibility) in actual conditions with a really good crew, and seeing the run-
way appear just a second before touchdown.  The first landing at home 
on my own, very short, very uphill farm strip in my Taylorcraft.  Pulse and 
adrenaline far higher I am sure, than the first deck landing.  The ques-
tionable sanity of owning and displaying my own Jet Provost.  The un-

doubted insanity of having my own 
Vampire …… !   

The telephone call out of the blue, 
which led to being hired as Chief 
Pilot of an aggressor unit flying 
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Thruxton Fly in - 24 March 2012 
By Tim Nicholas 

Our first 2012 event was held at Thruxton, in that crowded bit of airspace 
between Boscombe Down, Middle Wallop and Salisbury Plain. High pres-
sure had been sitting over the UK for a few days, and that meant light 
winds, benign conditions and unseasonably warm temperatures. It was T 
shirt weather and an easy 15 minute transit for all those coming from the 
south coast and southern England. Unfortunately, I was coming from 
Shropshire, which as usual under the influence of high pressure was in 
thick fog, with an earliest 10 o’ clock Zulu clearance forecast. Added to 
that, my radio was U/S. This I planned to fix while the fog cleared, but the 
half hour job was rapidly turning into a half day job that needed all the 
tools I didn’t have with me. Approaching midday, with blue sky starting to 
appear above the murk and the offer of a handheld radio I decided to get 
airborne and transit down above the inversion. It was a lovely day ‘on 
top’, with the slant visibility steadily improving as I headed south. The 
handheld radio I’d borrowed actually required about 5 hands. The range 
was a phenomenal 5 miles or so; it only worked if held vertically in the 
centre of the cockpit, and the transmit button was on the right earpiece. I 
tried to minimise the RT work as any calls more than 20 seconds or so 
meant I was upside down before I’d completed the conversation. I flew 

into Radley Farm strip near 
Hungerford where I was 
due to pick up my co pilot 
for the day, Steve Hicks. As 
the radio was linked to a 
single headset we elected to 
continue in his Robin for the 
6 minute trip to Thruxton, 
parking up next to Gregory 
Moor’s super shiny Streak 
Shadow, which incidentally 
Steve had built back in 
1993. 

 

Steve Hicks checking whether he could still use 

the finish on G-MEOW as a shaving mirror! 
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promised.  Watching the inspector putting his signature on the logbook 
after the 4 ½ year restoration of my Great Lakes biplane.  Returning from 
the first flight stupidly caught out in un-forecast heavy rain, crosswind, 

poor visibility and rapidly lowering cloud and mist to 500 feet …….. won-
dering how in the world I could have been caught out like this ….. and 
how to explain it away ….  Concerned about the highly polished paint on 
the leading edges …. Perhaps less than ideal conditions, but success af-
ter nail biting !  I believe I had a little more hair before returning from that 
first flight!  So these for me are some of the glorious mental snapshot 
memories of flight over the years in the various phases …… shared ….    
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Hunters, operating against the U.S. Navy. More than 45 years after I had 
last been in the cockpit of a Hunter, the first takeoff.  As I slid down into 
the seat, it was like returning home to my finest love!  Due to my age, I 
may have forgotten to mention to them at the time, that I had flown the 
G.A. 11, and that the Mk6a had 50% more power, and these Mk6’s were 
stripped down and considerably lighter than those of the RAF, so the per-
formance was somewhat enhanced ..…. I may even have forgotten to 
mention that it had been 45 years since I had even sat in one …….. Well, 
no one asked, and it may have slipped my mind to remind them.  From 

Air Traffic Control after return-
ing from the first Hunter test 
flight.   …. ”Would you mind 
giving us a low level, high 
speed flyby” …… one tries to 
comply. The fun of 450 knots at 
30 feet or so at ATC request.  

Fox and chicken house perhaps?  
Improperly fitted seals on the drop 
tanks syphoning fuel out during an 
exuberant climbing break into the 

circuit ….. a first 
sign of the poor 
maintenance to 
come!  But even 
the Hunter re-
quires a modicum 
of maintenance.  
Coincidentally our 
Squadron member 
David Lockspeiser 
flew its first flight 
… I flew her last.  
It was a disap-
pointment to find 
no brakes, no 
brake parachute 
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and no steering, she went a long way sideways with one undercarriage 
leg  gone and still took care of me ….. just!  It was a bit bumpy for a 65 
year old fellow though.  

The total surprise and amazing privilege as a friend tells me it is about 
time I flew his newly restored P51 Mustang, and after a ten minute cockpit 
briefing …………. He sends me away in it, just like that!  I look over the 
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long nose and beautiful wings and think of the history of it all …. and feel 
humbled by those who went before, and who had been the role models of 

my generation.  The delight of 
watching the C.A.A. inspector 
signing off the Chipmunk after 
I had spent three years of res-
toration.  Assembling and li-
censing this particular Auster 
after thirty years of storage 

with its amazing 
wartime record of 
landing in Nor-
mandy just after the 
invasion, and fol-
lowing the advance 
through France, 
Belgium, Holland 
and eventually into 
Germany, surviving 
until now.  The satisfaction of finally matching ‘The wartime 1943 Book’ 
takeoff and landing distances from 1943, in our Auster Mk3.  I am still trying 
to bring her to a Squadron get meeting so that I can fly with Clive in  her as 


